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Since the dawn of civilization, world has become increasingly addicted to 
electricity due to its utmost necessity for human life. In order to cater to the needs 
of electricity, many sources have been explored, amongst which, this project 
addresses the usage of geothermal energy where heat from underground is 
considered for the production of electricity.  This is basically inter-conversion of 
energy from thermal to electrical. Besides the basic need for electricity, stock for 
oil, gases and coil will decrease and the nuclear energy is not very safe and hard 
to handle. So, the alternative renewable energy must be explored and 
implemented to the society. This project will cover from the geographical aspect 
to steam turbine and finally generator set.  For geographical aspect, the author 
learns about hot spot on the earth such as volcanoes, magma flow and also source 
for hot steam. Next, the simulation to get minimum amount for heat that includes 
the pressure and temperature to move the turbine blade and become as a prime 
mover. The design for the turbine and other equipment are included in this 
project to increase the efficiency for the systems. Steam turbine is the most 
efficient turbine compared to gas and internal combustion engine. The author 
chooses heat source from underground because of the clean and unlimited 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1    Background of study 
 
Thermal energy is a heat source that can be found in underground and at any 
hot spot around the world such as hot springs, geysers, hot rock and also volcanoes. 
About 23 countries in the world used the thermal energy as an alternative energy 
source for electricity. According to Table 1.1 below, total installed thermal power in 
year 2000 was about 15 145 MW and for energy used was about 190,600 TJ/Yr. In 
2001, the total for installed thermal power and energy used were found to increase by 
27% [1]. 
 
Table 1 Installed geothermal generating capacities world-wide from 1005 to 2000 and 
in 2004 [1] 
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1.2    Problem Statement 
This project utilizes the latest technology for power generation by combining 
the electrical power engineering knowledge and geographical aspect. Thus, the author 
must know all aspect for generator part until the geography for earth to find the 
suitable place to implement this technology. 
 
 Geothermal energy is come from the hot spot around the world such as 
geysers, hot springs, hot rocks and volcanoes. The first problem that occurs is a way 
to ‘bring out’ the geothermal energy from underground. The basic step is to ‘take’ the 
heat from the ground is to use the well like petroleum well. Geothermal plant is look 
like the oil and gas plant and also construction of the steam well will need proper tool 
and it is very costly. The effect for the environmental like’s noise, surface damage 
and local disruption will occur while implement the plant for power generation. 
 
Basically for non-volcanic area, such as in Malaysia, the temperature for 
ground just increases 17 to30 degree Celsius per kilometers or 50 to 87 Fahrenheit per 
miles. This condition will make the project very difficult to implement because of the 
lower temperature. The main problem is unavailability for geothermal energy itself. If 
the geothermal energy is available, it can contribute 20 to 50 % energy that needs of 
the industrial countries. Northern Europe and the Eastern parts of Americas is not a 
suitable part to develop the technology because of unavailability of geothermal 
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1.3    Objective and Scope of Studies 
To determine the most efficient steam turbine and applicable to this project. 
Besides to know the right formula for heat-to-electric power conversion and derive 
the formula to get the minimum temperature of steam that can generate the electric 
power. For this Final Year Project, the author has done some simulation using Matlab 
to determine the minimum pressure and temperature that can run the steam turbine 
and move the generator. 
1.3.1    Scope of Study 
 
 In this chapter, the author will discuss about the types of steam turbine used 
now days. For this report, many research from the websites and books helped the 
author to understand the types of the steam turbines and the specification for each 
type of steam turbine. 
 
 
Figure 1 Type of dry steam power plants [3] 
 
 Dry steam plant can produce more steam but used less water. The operation of 
this type is to build a well to underground and shoots the water directly through a hot 
rock and transfers it into the turbine. This type used very old technology since 1904 
that used at Lardarello in Italy but until now it is efficient [3].   
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           Figure 2 Type of the flash steam power plant [3] 
 
The next type is a flash steam plant that used for hydrothermal fluid above 
182 degree Celsius. This turbine’s concept is same like the dry steam plant but used 
high temperature. The steam from the well will be pumped to the flash tank that has 
low pressure than the fluid. This condition will make the fluid to vaporize rapidly and 
the vapor will move the turbine and generate the electricity. The ‘flash steam plant’ 
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            Figure 3 Type of the binary steam power plant [3] 
 
 The binary steam power plant is a future technology that can be implemented 
to increase the efficiency of the turbine and cost-effective. This is because of the 
binary steam power plant needs less temperature than the flash steam power plant; 
about 85 to 170 degree Celsius [3]. If the fluid temperature is less than that, it 
becomes an uneconomical turbine. This type of turbine can produce a hundred of KW 
to few MW and costs about 1,500 to 2,550 US$/ KW excluding drilling cost. The 
overall cost to operate this plant included the temperature of the fluid, size of the 
turbine and the heat exchange and cooling systems that used in the system. 
 
 The advantages of this type are its working by fluid. By using this element, 
the generator still can produce the electricity although the temperature is lower. This 
steam system also is most effective and efficient because of the closed-loop system. 
The heat loss can be minimize and no water loss by using this system. 
  
 A new binary-fluid cycle has been developed now, called Kalina. This type 
used the mixture of the water and ammonia as a working fluid. It can reduce the 
temperature requirement for the steam turbine and 40 % more efficiency than the 
existing binary system [3]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1    Geological Structure of the Earth 
The earth has 5 concentric spheres which are the atmosphere, crust, mantel, 
liquid outer core (magma) and liquid inner core. The earth’s crust is a composed of 
basalt and silicate rock but the thickness is depending on the other geographical 
aspects. For example, the thickness of the crust at the land is about 35 km but for the 
ocean just around 15 km under the sea [2].  
 
 There is one layer between the crust and the mantel called Mohorivicic. This 
boundary is made of vicious and molten rock and the temperature for this layer 
around 650 to 1250 degree Celsius. It also contains mixtures of magnesium and iron 




Figure 4 Schematic section of earth’s crust [4] 
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2.2    Thermodynamics of Flash Process 
 
 The flashed-steam system is simple and very efficient for steam power plant. 
For instance, a temperature for entropy diagram for a typical flash process is 
considered for reservoir liquid at 281 degree Celsius and the corresponding enthalpy 
is 1241 kJ/kg. 
 
 The process involves the reservoir liquid from underground that flashes during 
its passage up the well to the separation pressure around 7 bars. This pressure will 
decrease to 0.12 bars when passed through a condensing turbine [4]. The isentropic 
process is a process where the theoretical maximum power is extracted by a heat 




Figure 5 Temperature-entropy diagrams of typical geothermal flashed-steam process 
and available isentropic heat drop [4] 
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 The first is the maximum power that could be produced using the reservoir 
fluid at reservoir condition. In practical situation, this condition is impossible without 
the down-hole pumps; as the well will not flow unless the surface pressure is lower 
that reservoir pressure. However, assuming the ideal case as the maximum power 
output had been taken which is 100 per cent. The second case involves the total water 
and steam that flow from the separator condition. The result will be 79 per cent of 
case one. Finally, for the third case that using only the separate steam and the result 
for maximum extractable power output is about 61 per cent from case one. 
 
Case (1) Total flow from reservoir condition 
 M (1241 – 975) = 266 M kW,  
 
Case (2) Total flow from the optimized separation condition 
 M (1241 – 1031) = 210 M kW,  
 
Case (3) Optimized separated steam flow through the condensing turbine 
 0.263 M (1241 – 2146) = 163 M kW,  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
























Figure 6 Flow chart for Final Year Project 
Proposed the title of 
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   This project will begin with some research and discuss with supervisor. The 
topic was selected after doing a proposal to final year project committee and they 
approve this project without any problem. The main sources for references are the 
book that related to the geothermal energy, steam turbine and generator. These entire 
books can easily get from the information research centre (IRC) and some journals at 
internet. 
 
 After review some books, notes and journals, the next step is to do simulations 
refer to formula and some theoretical note and journal.  If the result for the simulation 
part is totally different from the actual value, the result must be rejecting and find 
other result or solution. After get the exact value, then the result can be proceed to 
next step and compare it with prototype or during future work 
 
 Main objective for this final year project is to simulate the steam turbine 
generator by using some formula in Matlab stimulation. This simulation was done by 
using formula related to minimum heat required generating electricity by using steam 
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Figure 7 the operation for the steam turbine generation process 
 
Figure 7 showed the operation of steam turbine in this project. The prototype 
is a practical part to prove the theoretical concept. Thus, the result obtained from this 
part can be compared to table 3 which will be shown in Chapter 4 (Result & 
Discussion).  There is a close agreement; prototype must be considered for 
implementation and assuming minimal error such as human error or mechanical error. 
 
For the generator part, there are some errors in theory. The errors such as the 
core losses, iron losses, stray losses and also mechanical losses. These losses depend 
on the generator’s design itself, better design for the generator will result in better 
performance. Copper losses depend on the resistive heating that occurs at the stator 
and the rotor winding machine. The material used for the motor itself will cause the 
iron losses. If the material for motor can allow more flux density through the material, 









Heater / Boiler 
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The steam turbine may have other power losses when the operation is in 
progress. The steam flow from the boiler /heater to the turbine may leak in some 
place along the pipeline. Inside the turbine, when the heat is converted to kinetic 
energy there are losses for heat transfer. The environment temperature may affect the 
total heat transfer progress. The prototype will be divided into 3 sections; input, 





Figure 8 the input section for steam turbine generation process 
 
 The beginning of this system is to generate the steam by using a boiler/heater. 
For this prototype, the heater is used to generate the steam. The steam will flow in a 
pipeline to steam turbine and move the turbine. The main process in the input section 
is to produce some amount of steam that having energy including heat and pressure to 
move the turbine continuously.  
 
 The exhaust can be function as a release gauge for the pressure that enters the 
turbine. This exhaust can be designed as a path for steam to flow back to the boiler / 
heater so this system is a closed-loop system [5]. By designing the steam flow with 
recycle or closed-loop system, the efficiency of the boiler /heater can be maximized 
and the turbine has enough energy to move. 




Figure 9 The steam flow at the process section 
 
 In this section, the main function of the system takes place, the energy 
conversion from mechanical to electrical. The steam from the boiler / heater move the 
blades that make the turbine blade rotate. This rotating motion is a mechanical energy 
that produces from the turbine and as a prime mover for the generator to generate the 
electrical energy. 
 
 Steam turbine also has some conditions to move the blade. The steam must 
have enough energy including the temperature and pressure to push and move the 
blade. If the produced steam can’t move the blade, the flow rate for the steam must be 













Figure 10 the output at the end of the system 
 
 This is the final section of the system; the electricity is produced at the end of 
the system. The generator can generate the electricity by convert the mechanical 
energy (blade rotating motion) to the electrical energy. From the rotating blade 
becomes a prime mover, it rotates the rotor inside the generator and cuts the flux and 
produces the electrical energy. 
 
 For this prototype, the car alternator functions as a generator because the 
generator set is very expensive and hard to find. The alternator works like a small 
generator; it must be coupled with prime mover to move the rotor and also has an 
outlet that produces ac current. The power produced depends on the speed of the 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
4.1    Analysis and Calculation 
Net generated electric power 
 
 Two main factors that can optimize the application of the steam turbine are 
the size of exchange heat and the organic fluid used for the system. The operation 
temperature and the value electric power also must be considered under this condition 
[8]. The net electric power (NEP) can be calculate by using this formula below: 
                                 ..... (1) 
where the T is inlet temperature of primary fluid (degree Celsius), and ATP is 
available thermal power (kW). 
 
 The ATP is the heat that available from the geothermal flow and basically the 
bottom-cycle temperature is less 10 degree Celsius than the conventional value. The 
bottom-cycle temperature normally can be assuming about 40 degree Celsius. 
 
 By using the NEP equation (1), the efficiency of the system can be calculated 
by rearrange the formula. The efficiency of the system is the ratio of the net electric 
power to the available thermal power [8]. 
 
                     ...... (2) 
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 For example, the efficient of the system can be achieved to 5.0 per cent when 
the temperature is around 138.97 degree Celsius and for temperature of 100 degree 
Celsius just around 2.8 per cent. When the temperature of 55.5 degree Celsius or 
below applied to the system the efficiency is become zero, which means the minimum 
requirement of the temperature for effective and efficient steam turbine is more that 
55.5 degree Celsius. 
 
Table 2 The relation between the temperatures applied (In Celsius) and the efficiency 
of the system 
Temperature applied 
(Degree Celsius) 
Efficiency of the system 
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4.2    Steam Turbine Calculation 
In an ideal thermodynamic steam turbine, we assume that the turbine as 
isentropic devices. An isentropic device means that the device has unchanging 
entropy, same entropy. Calculation for steam turbine can be done by 3 method; using 
an isentropic assumption, using a specified adiabatic or isentropic efficiency, and 
using actual manufacture operating data. 
 
 For this Final Year Project 1, the author using Adiabatic Turbine Calculation 
to calculate the power produce for some input pressure that entered the steam turbine. 
The specified work is calculated with: 
 
    W=   Wideal  
  = Isentropic efficient of turbine 
Wideal  = Work produced if turbine behaved isentropically  
 
To complete this calculation, some data must be known, such as;  
 
 Input Pressure, P1  
 Input temperature , T1 
 Output pressure, P2 
 Flow rate for steam, m 
 Efficiency of turbine, eff  
 Actual power output, Wact  
 Saturated Temperature, T2 
 Actual Outlet Fluid Phase, X2a 
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Figure 11 Parameters involved in the calculation using adiabatic 
method for a steam turbine 
 
Adiabatic Turbine calculation example: 
 Steam enters a turbine with isentropic efficiency of 0.78 at 12Mpa, at 400 ºC 
and 0. 3kg/s and exits at 0.15 Mpa. 
 
For input parameters, we can analysis that for P1 =12Mpa and T1 = 400 ºC. By 
referring to  
 
 saturation pressure table (refer appendix 1) when P1 =12.5Mpa and 
temperature at 400 ºC , saturation or boiling temperature = 324.75 ºC 
 superheated table (refer appendix 2)when P1 =12.5Mpa and 
temperature at 400 ºC,   
h1 = 3051.3 kJ/kg  
    s1   = 6.0747 kJ/(kg.K) 
 
For output pressure, the output pressure, P2 is 0.15Mpa.The value for sf and sg at 
saturation pressure table when the pressure is 0.15Mpa is,  
   sf = 1.4336 (kJ/kg.K) 
   sg= 7.2233 kJ/(kg.K) 
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Temperature for output can be found by refer to Mollier graph (refer appendix 3),  
T2 = 111.37 ºC  
 
To calculate enthalpy for h2s, the formula shown below 
  h2s  
           2226.5) = 2251.9 kJ/kg 
 
Work for ideal case Wideal , actual work Wact, actual exit enthalpy, h2a  and X2a can be 
calculate as shown below  
 Wideal  =  
  
 h2a   
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4.3    Matlab Calculation 
All calculation in 4.2 Steam Turbine Calculation above has been done 
during Final Year Project 1. Usage of Matlab in this FYP 1 can reduced the time to 
calculate, avoid the human error and also high accuracy in final answer.  
 
 For this FYP 1, Matlab coding was divided by two parts; first part is a coding 
for saturation pressure table, superheated table and Mollier chart (Refer appendix 3). 
This part is a reference part because of the input parameters will referred to these 
table/chart while calculate the output.   Second part is a calculation steps for adiabatic 
method (Refer appendix 4). This part was generated by author itself and these coding 
are free-error coding. 
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 By using matlab, we can find the minimum requirement for input pressure and 
temperature to produce electricity that we need. Table 4.2 shown the variable of input 
pressure with a temperature and we assume the value for mass flow rate and turbine 
efficiency is constant. 
 





























1.0 50 0.5 81.32 1.58 0.0592 0.3 0.85 
2.0 60 1.0 99.61 2.45 0.0772 0.3 0.85 
5.0 75 2.5 127.41 4.10 0.1076 0.3 0.85 
7.5 80 3.75 141.30 5.52 0.1297 0.3 0.85 
10.0 130 0.10 45.81 10.45 0.1339 0.3 0.85 
12.0 150 0.20 60.06 11.48 0.1455 0.3 0.85 
 
According to result above, we can determine the minimum requirement for 
generator to generate 10 kW is when the input pressure is above 10 Bar with input 
temperature more than 130 ºC. The greater temperature value for input, more 
electricity can be produce from the generator. These data can be compared to 
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4.4    Systems Design  
For initial systems, there is a pipeline for an inlet and outlet to flow the steam 
from the reservoir underground and supply to the plant. Basically the pipelines just 
have 2 elements; first one for the input known as injection well and the second one 
are for output part known as production well as shown at figure 13 below. The flow 
rate for steam inside pipeline can be controlled by adding the pump at the injection 
well so the speed of the pump can vary the flow rate for the steam.  
 
 
Figure 13 The flow of the steam for the systems 
 
 In theory, the steam that flow into the steam turbine is discharge into the 
turbine in the form of a high-velocity jet from a nozzle that impinges or accurately 
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 In order to convert the ‘force’ energy (pressure) of the steam as efficiently as 
possible into ‘dynamic’ energy (kinetic), a so called ‘Laval nozzle’ (refer to figure 
14) are employed - comprising of an inlet portion, a constrict or narrow throat that 
gradually widens as it gets towards the outlet [11]. As a result of the constriction of 
the passage followed by a widened outlet portion called diffuser, the pressure of the 
steam flowing through this nozzle is converted from pressure into velocity. 
 
 
Figure 15 Deflection of the steam jet [11] 
 
The higher the velocity of the steam, the larger is the force that the jet stream 
is able to exert upon any obstacle or obstruction it encounters. Also, it very much 
depends upon how much the steam is thereby deflected from its original path. If a 
wheel is provided with a set of blades which deflect and reroute the steam into very 
nearly the circumferential direction (at the boundary of its circle, figure 15), then the 




Figure 16 Drive of a wheel with rotor blades [11] 
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 There are 3 conditions for generator to generate voltage; magnetic field, 
conductor and prime mover. The prime mover in this project is the rotor for the 
turbine that coupled with the generator’s rotor. The magnetic field in generator can be 
produces by temporary or permanent magnet. This magnetic field is cut by the 
conductor to induce the current and the voltage will be produce. By refer to the 
Fehling right-hand rules; once the rotor that contains the coil perpendicularly cut the 
magnetic field, the current will be induce.  
 
 
Figure 17 Diagram of single phase generator 
 
Refer to the figure 17, when a prime mover is operating, it will rotate the 
generator shaft together with the armature coil. An armature coil will cut a magnetic 
field produced by a field winding when it receives a DC supply (exciting current) 
from an exciter. Results of this cutting process, an armature coil will induce or 
generate current 
  25 
CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
5.1    Conclusion 
The renewable energy is very important these days due to the existing 
conditions. Many countries try to reduce pollution by controlling and enforcing the 
law to factories and houses. This project will bring new idea as to introduce new 
clean renewable energy, geothermal energy and at the same time reducing pollution 
and save the world for the next generation. 
 
 By done some analysis and calculation, there was proving that the geothermal 
can provide clean and unlimited energy. Matlab software is used to make the 
calculation simple and easy to analyze. Besides, to increase the efficiency of the 
systems, the proper design for whole system had been studied and can be applied. 
 
 This project has highlighted various benefits from utilizing geothermal 
energy. The main objective is no to discourage potential users of geothermal energy 
but wish to promote this energy as much as possible 
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5.2    Recommendations 
According to the plan, the prototype can be complete during Final Year 
Project II but in some condition and problems occurs this project will be done later. 
The actual design for the prototype can be refer in Chapter 3 below the Prototype for 
Steam Turbine System section. There are some problems occur while completing the 
prototype for this project. 
 
 The problems are not involved in designing part but in the devices or 
hardware part. For the boiler part, heater is used to be function as a boiler and must 
produce steam that can have enough temperature and pressure to move the blade for 
turbine. Although the heater can boil the water until 100 Degree Celsius, but the 
pressure don’t have enough energy to move the blade for turbine. The steam must 
achieve certain condition (pressure and temperature) depend on the size or capacity of 
the turbine so it can move the turbine.  
 
For this project, the home electrical heater was used to become a boiler. Thus, 
the steam produced didn’t have enough pressure to make the blade for turbine 
moving. Recommendation for this part is to find suitable boiler that can produce 
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Moving to steam turbine part, there also have other problems and need more 
action to solve it. The first problems occur was when to find suitable steam turbine 
for prototype application. Green Steam Engine was a company that found as a 
supplier for many type of turbine. Mini steam turbine that require to complete this 
project is a rare item and difficult to find.  
 
Figure 18 Mini Steam Turbine 
 
The invoice that send by the Green Steam Engine Company shown that the 
cost for steam turbine and shipping to Malaysia is near to USD 2,000. It is because 
the company headquarters located at the United State of America and it need a period 
and more cost for shipping. Thus, after had some discussion with the company, they 
suggested their other product which was other mini steam turbine. The suggested 
product was a blueprint for mini steam turbine and must be done by refer to the 
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APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX DATLAB CODING FOR ADIABATIC 
CALCULATION 
%Input P1,P2, T1 , eff,and m 
%Output Wi , Wact, X2a 
 
P1 = input('Insert P1: '); 
P2=input('Insert P2: '); 
T1=input('Insert T1: '); 
eff=input('Insert eff: '); 
m=input('Insert m: '); 
 
h1 = XSteam ('h_pT', P1, T1); 
S1 = XSteam ('s_pT', P1, T1); 
S2s = S1; 
Sf = XSteam ('sL_p',P2); 
Sg = XSteam ('sV_p', P2); 
X2s = (S2s - Sf)/(Sg-Sf); 
T2 = XSteam ('Tsat_p',P2) 
hf = XSteam ('hL_p',P2); 
ha = XSteam ('hV_p',P2); 
hd = ha - hf; 
h2s = hf + X2s*hd; 
Wi = m*(h1-h2s) 
Wact = eff*Wi 
h2a = h1 -(Wact/m); 
hg = XSteam ('hV_p',P2); 
X2a = (h2a -hf)/(hg - hf) 
 
